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Suddenly, a miniature forest
Walk the bare November woods and look down – the mosses are everywhere

A

t first glance, a walk in the forest
on a November day may seem
uneventful, with little of interest to
catch our attention. This is, however, a
wonderful time of year to explore the
forest floor. Now that the profusion of
green has retreated, one of the first
things we notice is how common the
various mosses are. Since they remain
green all winter they tend to stand out
clearly at this time of year and invite
close observation. Take time to get
down on your hands and knees to
examine them carefully. It is like entering a verdant, Lilliputian forest.

Drew Monkman

OURCHANGING
SEASONS
Since the beginning of agriculture,
man has been intimately familiar with
plants that bear flowers and seeds –
from tree blossoms becoming apples to
grass flowers becoming kernels of
wheat. But, failing to find any flowers or
seeds on mosses, early farmers and naturalists were puzzled. How could they
reproduce? In Europe, a folklore developed that moss flowers and seeds must
be invisible, and that anyone who had
the ability to collect them could
become invisible, too. This superstition
has actually carried over into one of the
botanical names for mosses and ferns –
the Cryptogams, which means “hidden
marriage.” Little did people know that
moss flowers and seeds don’t even exist
and that moss reproduction depends on
quite a different mechanism.
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Juniper moss (top left) with red sporophytes and
capsules towering above is a colourful addition to
the forest floor. Another visual treat found in the
Kawarthas is this unidentified moss species (above)
with long, wiry sporophytes. Hair cap moss (left) has
wiry, red-stalked sporophytes, while common brown
peat moss (below) is, as its name suggests, the
most common moss found locally.

BOTANICAL TIME MACHINE
Observing mosses is like gazing into a
botanical time machine. The first
species appeared some 400 million
years ago, well before modern flowering
plants. At that time, floating algae was
evolving the ability to survive in the
open air. Algae soon began a land invasion that totally transformed the Earth
into a green paradise. In 2007 the
secrets of these first steps onto land
were brought to light, thanks to the
genetic sequencing of a modern
descendant of the first terrestrial pioneers, a dainty moss known as
Physcomitrella patens. All these years
later, it still sprouts on recently exposed
shorelines, quickly produces spores,
and then dies. The key adaptation that
evolved in these early land plants was a
way of protecting their seeds or spores
from drying out when exposed to the
air. More about that later.
Although mosses are indeed plants –
they produce their own food through
photosynthesis – they share little in
common with modern, vascular plants.
Although they have tiny stems and
leaves, the stems only serve as a support for the leaves and do not actually
conduct water or food to other parts of
the moss. This is a major difference
from ferns, conifers, and flowering
plants, all of which are said to be “vascular,” meaning they have tissues for
conducting resources throughout the
plant. The absence of specialized conducting tissues means that mosses are
doomed to remain small – unlike a sunflower or tree, for example.
Mosses also lack roots. Rhizoid filaments anchor the moss to the ground,
rock or tree bark but play no part in
absorbing water or minerals. Rain and
snow, fortified by minerals washed from
the forest canopy above, brings mosses
their required moisture and nutrients.
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But by far the most interesting characteristic of mosses lies in how they
reproduce. First of all, moss really consists of two distinct generations – the
familiar green, leafy plant, known technically as a gametophyte and the wiry
and leafless sporophyte with the capsule on top. These spiky projections are
easy to see in most clumps of moss.
When these capsules ripen they open
up and spores are dispersed. Spores are
reproductive structures but they are
different from seeds. First, they are better adapted for dispersal and for surviving extended periods of dessication and
heat. Second, they contain very little
stored food resources, as compared
with seeds. Spores are also so small that
millions occur in a single sporophyte
capsule.

SPORE GOES GREEN
If a spore lands somewhere with sufficient moisture it will begin to grow
into a mass of green hairs. Buds appear
on these hairs that grow into stems with
narrow leaves – the typical “moss plant.”
These structures are called gametophytes and can be male, female, or sterile. Some of the stems will produce
male or female sex organs among clusters of leaves at the top. Sperm produced in the male organ use a film of
water in the form of rain or dew to swim
to the female organ on another stem
and thus fertilize the egg. Mosses,

therefore, will only release egg and
sperm when the plants are bathed in
moisture.
The embryo, embedded in the cluster
of leaves surrounding the female organ,
then grows to form a “sporophyte”, the
familiar long, wiry stalk with the capsule at the end. The base of the sporophyte remains anchored in the cluster
of leaves at the top of the female gametophyte. The latter essentially becomes
host to the parasitic sporophyte. Spores
develop in the capsule which escape,
germinate and repeat the cycle.

ASEXUAL OPTION
Mosses can also reproduce asexually
(vegetatively). This sometimes happens
when bits of the stem or even a single
leaf from the moss plant are accidentally broken off. These bits can regenerate
to form a new plant. You can actually
cut up a moss plant and get any part to
grow into separate plants. It is believed
that most mosses spread to new locations through asexual reproduction.
One moss story you’ve no doubt
heard is that moss prefers the north
side of tree trunks. In the northern latitudes, trees and rocks do indeed have
proportionally more moss on the north
side than on other sides. This makes
sense. The north side of an object does
not receive direct sunlight and therefore
holds moisture longer. As we’ve seen,
moisture is necessary in moss repro-

duction. In heavily shaded habitats,
however, mosses grow equally well no
matter what the directional exposure.
The Kawarthas is home to dozens of
species of mosses. In conifer swamps,
different types of sphagnum (peat
moss) usually dominate. They are
spongy and can form carpet-like mats.
Other common groups of mosses
include the upright species such as
juniper and hair-cap moss, hummock
forming species like pin cushion moss
and creeping mosses like shaggy moss.

Right now is a great time to begin to
familiarize yourself with these plants.
Take along a camera with a macro setting and maybe a copy of Forest Plants
of Central Ontario by Lone Pine
Publishing. A new world awaits you!
Drew Monkman is a Peterborough
teacher and author of Nature's Year in
the Kawarthas. He can be reached at
dmonkman1@cogeco.ca. Visit his website and see past columns at www.drewmonkman.com.

Free file conversion, unzip aids and much, much more
Y

our computer is capable of
doing a great deal of things,
but often a seemingly simple
task can be beyond its capabilities. Something that appears to
be fairly routine, such as opening an email attachment or
emailing a huge file, can be
beyond the abilities of its programs.

Ray Saitz

ONLINE
Fortunately the Internet
abounds with websites and free
programs that can make your
computer more productive and
spare you a lot of frustration.

So many computing and
online problems revolve around
incompatible formats. You may
get a document as an email
attachment which you can’t
open because you lack a program or you might email a photo
in a format that none of the
recipients can see on their computers. Perhaps you need to convert an Adobe PDF file to a
Microsoft Word document so
that you can edit it. Your initial
thought might be that it will
involve too much effort and just
give up. Fortunately, if you have
a bit of time Zamzar can help
you.
Visit Zamzar
(www.zamzar.com) and follow
the numbered instructions to
upload a file from your computer to the Zamzar site, pick
the format you would like it
converted to and supply your

email address. Within a few
minutes or hours, depending on
traffic, Zamzar will do the conversion and send you an email
link which you click on to
download the converted file.
The formats which it can convert are numerous and you
don’t have to install any software. If time is of the essence
and you need many conversions
per month there are paid plans
available.
The other great problem
combined with formats is compression. Many downloadable
programs and files on the Internet are compressed to make
them smaller and you have to
de-compress them. The most
common format is the .zip file,
but there are many others such
as the popular .rar format. You
could download several programs to extract compressed

files, or download one free utility called Izarc (www.izarc.org).
It has a simple interface and
besides extracting the info in
about 46 different formats, it
will also let you compress your
own huge files so that you can
email them and even encrypt
them to make them password
protected.
One of the most common
questions I get is about shrinking
photos for emailing. You could
use a complicated process in
Google’s Picasa or right click on
a photo’s file and select “Send”.
You will have some limited
choices but you can expand
them by installing a small addon called Image Resizer Powertoy Clone for Windows
(http://imageresizer.codeplex.co
m). After installation you will
have many more choices than
the Windows default when you

right click on an image. For an
enormous amount of control in
shrinking and storing photos
you can download the trial version of VSO Image Resizer
(www.vso-software.fr). The free
version displays a 5 second
“nag” screen asking you to purchase when it’s first started, but
the screen disappears and the
program will then run with no
restrictions.
I really enjoy watching videos
on my iPod Touch or its larger
version the iPad, but Apple has
seriously restricted the types of
videos that can be shown on
either. The solution is to use a
program to convert any video
format, such as the DVD you
made of your holidays or the
.avi movie you downloaded
from the Internet, to a format
playable on the iPod or iPad.
The fully-featured Miro Video

Converter (www.mirovideoconverter.com ) will transform
almost any video format to one
useful to an iPad or several
other media players.
If you read or write a lot on
your computer you know how
handy a dictionary and thesaurus can be. WordWeb
(http://wordweb.info/free) is a
neat little free program that lets
you highlight a word in any program on your computer and with
a mouse click or key combination a full Canadian dictionary
definition and synonym will be
displayed, and it works even if
you’re not connected to the
Internet.
Ray Saitz, a Peterborough resident and teacher, writes a weekly
column on the Internet. He can
be reached at rayser3@cogeco.ca.

